High-fat diet aggravates glucose homeostasis disorder caused by chronic exposure to bisphenol A
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Abstract

Epidemiological findings on the association between bisphenol A (BPA, 2,2-bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane) exposure and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) are paradoxical. In animal studies, BPA has been shown to disrupt pancreatic function and blood glucose homeostasis even at a reference ‘safe’ level during perinatal period. In this study, we explored the effects of long-term paternal exposure to a ‘safe’ level of BPA on parents themselves and their offspring. Adult male genitor rats fed with either standard chow diet (STD) or high-fat diet (HFD) were treated respectively with either vehicle or BPA (50 μg/kg per day) for 35 weeks. The male rats treated with vehicle or BPA for 21 weeks were then used as sires, and the adult female rats were fed with STD during the gestation and lactation. Offspring rats were weaned on postnatal day 21 and fed with STD in later life. Metabolic parameters were recorded on the adult male rats and their adult offspring. BPA exposure disrupted glucose homeostasis and pancreatic function, and HFD aggravated these adverse effects. However, BPA exposure did not alter body weight, body fat percentage, or serum lipid. In addition, the paternal BPA exposure did not cause adverse reproductive consequence or metabolic disorder in the adult offspring. Our findings indicate that chronic exposure to a predicted ‘safe’ dose of BPA contributes to glucose metabolic disorders, and that HFD aggravates these adverse effects in paternal rats.
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Introduction

The prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is increasing worldwide, which makes this metabolic disease a severe threat to health (Guariguata et al. 2011). Accumulating evidence indicates that bisphenol A (BPA, 2,2-bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane) exposure is involved in T2DM of humans. BPA, an environmental endocrine disruptor, is ubiquitous in human lives and is used for making a variety of common consumer goods and for industrial purposes. Thus, people over the world are frequently exposed to low levels of BPA primarily derived from food and beverage containers (Vandenberg et al. 2007). Epidemiological studies on the association between BPA levels and T2DM are inconsistent. Data obtained from adults in the US National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey have indicated that higher urinary BPA concentrations are associated with...
T2DM (Lang et al. 2008), and the association has been found to be consistent in normal-weight subjects as well as overweight/obese subjects (Shankar & Teppala 2011). In addition, a positive association of BPA levels with obesity and insulin resistance in middle-aged and elderly Chinese adults has been reported by Wang et al. (2012). Increasing urinary BPA levels have been reported to be positively associated with pre-diabetes among adults in the USA (Sabanayagam et al. 2013), as well as with insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia among adults in the USA (Beydoun et al. 2013). In contrast, population-based studies in adults from the USA, China, and Korea have not found any significant association between higher urinary BPA concentrations and T2DM (Melzer et al. 2010, Ning et al. 2011, Kim & Park 2013).

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the European Food Safety Agency have established that a dose of < 50 μg/kg per day (tolerable daily intake) is ‘safe’ (Vandenberg et al. 2007). The predicted ‘safe’ dose of BPA is calculated by dividing the lowest observed adverse effect level (50 mg/kg per day) by three safety factors (human variability, interspecies differences, and variability in toxicokinetics and toxicodynamics, tenfold for each factor). However, treatment with BPA (10–50 μg/kg per day) has been found to increase insulin secretion and cause hyperinsulinemia in Swiss albino OF1 male mice (8–10 weeks old) (Alonso-Magdalena et al. 2006, 2008). Moreover, glucokinase has been demonstrated to be the body’s glucose sensor in the liver, and acute and short-term (2 weeks) exposures to the predicted ‘safe’ dose of BPA have been found to depress glucose homeostasis in parents themselves and their offspring, as well as whether HFD would aggravate the adverse effects of BPA exposure. The secondary aim was to investigate the role of ER stress and autophagy in pancreas and β-cells treated with BPA.

Recently, many studies have demonstrated that increased endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and abnormal autophagy induce pancreatic β-cell dysfunction and diabetes (Jung et al. 2008, Quan et al. 2012, Boslem et al. 2013, Miani et al. 2013). The ER is well developed in pancreatic β-cells in which insulin is synthesized. Mammalian Bip (Grp78) is an abundant chaperone in ER, and it is involved in ER-associated degradation of misfolded proteins (Lee et al. 2003, Bukau et al. 2006). Before the development of diabetes, more insulin is produced to compensate for β-cell dysfunction. When the capacity to synthesize insulin is overloaded in the ER of β-cells, the misfolded proinsulin protein gets accumulated and induces ER stress. In the face of ER stress and accumulated misfolded proprotein, Bip expression levels in cells are rapidly upregulated (Lee et al. 2003) and autophagy is also increased (Bachar-Wikstrom et al. 2013). Autophagy, a vital catabolic process, is involved in the degradation of unnecessary cellular components and recycling of cellular components, as well as in the relocation of nutrients for principal processes for survival (Kuma et al. 2004, Levine & Klionsky 2004). The adverse effects of BPA on glucose homeostasis are probably related to early dysfunction of insulin synthesis, especially involving ER stress, misfolded protein, and autophagy. Further studies are needed to delineate the effect of the ‘safe’ dose of BPA on autophagy of pancreas and pancreatic β-cells.

The primary aim of this study was to demonstrate whether long-term paternal exposure to ‘safe’ levels of BPA would disrupt pancreatic function and blood glucose homeostasis in parents themselves and their offspring, as well as whether HFD would aggravate the adverse effects of BPA exposure. The secondary aim was to investigate the role of ER stress and autophagy in pancreas and β-cells treated with BPA.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents

BPA, (CAS no. 80-05-7, (CH₃)₂C(C₆H₄OH)₂, ≥99% purity) was obtained from Sigma Chemical Company. Assay kits for serum glucose, serum total cholesterol (TC), and triglycerides (TGs) were purchased from BIOSINO Biotechnology and Science, Inc. (Beijing, China). Serum insulin was obtained from Bai Wo (Shanghai, China). TRIzol was from Invitrogen, Inc. and the real-time quantitative PCR Kit was purchased from TAKARA Bio, Inc. (Otsu, Shiga, Japan). LC3B antibody was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Billerica, MA, USA),
insulin antibody was obtained from Merck Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA), and secondary antibody and FITC-conjugated secondary antibody were obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). All other chemicals were of the highest grade commercially available.

Maintenance of animals

The study was approved by the Animal Care and Ethical Use Committee of Tongji Medical College, in accordance with the guidelines for care and use animals published by Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology.

Male (150–180 g) Wistar rats were supplied by the Hubei Research Center of Laboratory Animals (China). The animals were provided with standard rodent chow and tap water and allowed to eat and drink ad libitum and were housed at 21 ± 1 °C, 60 ± 10%-relative humidity, and 12 h light:12 h darkness cycle. The animals were kept in polypropylene cages, and glass water bottles were used to eliminate potential contamination with BPA.

Experimental design

Male genitor rats were randomly divided into four groups with ten rats in each group. The animals were treated as follows: i) the standard chow diet (STD) group was fed with STD; ii) the STD-BPA group was fed with STD and treated with BPA; iii) the HFD group received HFD; and iv) the HFD-BPA group was fed with HFD and treated with BPA. The daily dose of BPA used for treatment was 50 μg/kg body weight per day and all the male genitors (paternal rats) were treated for 35 weeks consecutively. The details of BPA (50 μg/kg per day) treatment methods have been described previously (Fan et al. 2013): BPA was dissolved in corn oil and diluted with three stock solutions (20, 40, and 60 μg/ml). The necessary volumes of stock solution were calculated based on the daily body weight and the suitable stock solution was selected to limit the volume of stock solution <0.5 ml. Corn oil was added to this solution to form a total volume of 0.5 ml, this was then directly mixed with standard rodent chow (5 g/rat) as the test diet. In the morning, the male genitor rats were provided with test diet or rodent chow diet containing the same volume of corn oil (0.5 ml) as that of test diet (5 g/rat), and sufficient chow diet or HFD was provided if the test diet was completely consumed. The composition of the HFD was as follows (w/w): standard chow, 80%; custard powder, 8%; lard, 12%; sugar, 12%; peanut power, 6%; and milk, 1% (Tian et al. 2013). The energy supply of two diets is listed in Table 1.

After 21 weeks of treatment, genitor male rats were mated with genitor female (260–300 g) rats that were obtained from the Hubei Research Center of Laboratory Animal (China). The genitor female rats were fed with STD throughout the experiments. The consumption of different diets was calculated daily and body weight was monitored weekly (from exposure 0 to 35 weeks). The day of birth was designated as postnatal day (PND) 1. The dams were weighed on PND 1, 5, 10, 15, and 21 and the sex ratio and litter size were calculated on PND 1. The pups were weaned on PND 21 and then fed with STD until they were killed at the age of 10 weeks; after weaning the male and female offspring were housed separately by paternal grouping. Each group of offspring contained ten pups from three litters. After 35 weeks of treatment, all the genitor animals were killed by decapitation. Pancreas, subcutaneous fat pad, and other tissues were collected and weighed, then immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C for future experiments.

Energy intake assessment

The total consumption of the combination diets during 35 weeks was calculated according to daily food consumption. The total energy intake per cage (two rats) was calculated as follows: the total consumption of diet for 35 weeks multiplied by the percentages of fat, protein, and carbohydrate in the two diets, and further multiplied by the corresponding caloric values of fat, protein, and carbohydrate respectively.

Determination of serum and hepatic lipid parameters

Blood was collected from the tail vein of 12 h fasted rats. Serum was separated from whole blood by centrifugation. The levels of fasting serum glucose were measured by glucose oxidase–peroxidase assays (BIOSINO Biotechnology and Science, Inc.). The levels of serum TG and TC were assayed using enzymatic colorimetric assays (BIOSINO Biotechnology and Science, Inc.) following the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The percentage composition of the main components in the standard diet (STD) and the high-fat diet (HFD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diets</td>
<td>Fat (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFD</td>
<td>41.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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manufacturer’s instructions. Hepatic lipids were extracted by the procedure developed by Loison et al. (2002), and the extracted lipid was used to determine the TG and TC levels using enzymatic kits. Serum insulin was measured using ELISA Kit (Bai Wo). All serum parameters were determined spectrophotometrically using a SpectraMax M2 microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

**Insulin resistance index and insulin sensitivity index**

Homeostasis index model assessment for insulin resistance index (HOMA-IR) and insulin sensitivity index (ISI) were analyzed. The HOMA-IR was calculated as follows: (fasting serum insulin concentration)×(fasting serum glucose concentration)/22.5 (Matthews et al. 1985, Simental-Mendia et al. 2012), and the ISI was calculated using the following equation: 1/ln (fasting serum insulin concentration×fasting serum glucose concentration) (Wang et al. 2013).

**Glucose tolerance tests**

For the intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (IPGTT), paternal rats treated for 30 weeks were fasted for 15 h and glucose (2.0 g/kg body weight) was injected intraperitoneally. Blood samples were collected from the tail vein and a drop of blood was directly put onto the indicator paper. The result was soon displayed on the meter window as millimole per liter. Blood glucose level was determined at the indicated time points (0, 15, 30, 60, and 120 min) with a commercial hand-held glucometer (ACCU-CHEK Active; Roche) (Marmugi et al. 2012). In addition, an index of glucose tolerance was calculated using the area under the curve (AUC).

**Pancreatic β-cell mass**

The whole pancreas of each of the paternal rats was collected and weighted after they were killed. For immunofluorescence, the pancreas were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and then embedded in paraffin. An immunofluorescent staining of the series of tissue sections (5 μm thick) was prepared with anti-insulin (dilated 1:100, Merck Millipore) and FITC-conjugated secondary antibody (Abcam) for determining β-cell mass. The sections were photographed under a microscope (BX61, Olympus America) using Image Pro Plus version 6.0 Software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD, USA). Pancreatic β-cell areas were calculated using the image acquired from insulin-stained cells in the sections. The β-cell masses were calculated by multiplying the percentage of the area of insulin-positive cells in the total area of pancreatic tissue by the pancreas weight as described previously (Garofano et al. 1998, Fu et al. 2012).

**Quantitative real-time PCR**

Total RNA was extracted from isolated paternal rats’ islets using TRIzol, following the manufacturer’s instructions, and then quantified by u.v., spectrophotometry. For all the samples, 1 μg total RNA and random primers were used to perform the RT reaction. Real-time PCR was carried out using the SYBR Green detection system on an ABI PRISM 7900 machine (Applied Biosystems) with the following conditions: one cycle, 95°C, 5 s; 40 cycles, 95°C, 10 s; and 60°C, 15 s. The expression levels of genes were analyzed using the comparative CT method (2-ΔΔCT).

---

**Figure 1**

Effects of BPA on body weight and energy intake in paternal rats. (A) Body weight (n = 10). (B) Body fat percentage (n = 8–10). (C) Total energy intake (n = 5). **P < 0.01. Data are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. Time** indicates exposure duration. Diet** indicates the variety of diet. Time × diet** indicates the interaction effect between exposure duration and variety of diet.
57 °C, 30 s. The 2-▵▵CT method was adopted for the data analysis of relative gene expression, and β-actin was used as an endogenous reference gene. Primers for genes of interest used in the real-time PCR were as follows: β-actin (NM031144) sense, CGT GCG TGA CAT TAA AGA G and anti-sense, TTG CCG ATA GTG ATG ACC T; Lc3 (Map1lc3b) (NM022867) sense, ATA GAG CGA TAC AAG and anti-sense, AGG AAG AAG GCT TGG TTA; Beclin1 (NM053739) sense, CGT GGA GAA AGG CAA GAT and anti-sense, AGG ACA CCC AAG CAA GAC; and Bip (Hspa5) (NM013083) sense, ATA ATC AGC CCA CCG TAA CAA and anti-sense, GCA GGA GGG ATT CCA GTC AG.

Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy for pancreas in paternal rats

The pancreas tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, dehydrated, and embedded in paraffin according to the standard methods for immunohistochemistry. Sections (5 μm thick) were cut and the paraffin was removed by serial standardized steps. The sections were incubated overnight at 4 °C with the primary antibody: rabbit anti-LC3B (diluted 1:100, Cell Signaling Technology), and then the sections were incubated for 1 h with the appropriate secondary antibody. An Olympus BX6 microscope and Image Pro Plus version 6.0 Software (Media Cybernetics) were used to perform the analysis. For immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy, incubation was performed with anti-insulin (diluted 1:100, Merck Millipore) combined with rat anti-LC3B antibody (diluted 1:100, Cell Signaling Technology) overnight at 4 °C. To achieve insulin and LC3 double-labeling, the sections were incubated with the following mixtures of secondary antibodies including rabbit anti-mouse-FITC and goat anti-rabbit-cy3 for 1 h. The sections were washed three times with PBS before each step of incubation with antibody. Confocal microscopy (UltraView VOX, PerkinElmer, USA) was used to examine the colocalization between LC3 and β-cell.

Protein extraction and western blot analysis

Protein expression of LC3 in the pancreas was measured with western blot analysis. Pancreas tissues were homogenized and then lysed in extraction buffer containing 50 mmol/l Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mmol/l NaCl, 1% Nonidet-P40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 0.1 mmol/l dithiothreitol, 0.05 mmol/l phenylmethyl-sulphonyl fluoride, 0.002 mg/ml aprotinin, 0.002 mg/ml leupeptin, and 1 mmol/l NaVO3 (Ying et al. 2003). The concentration of protein was determined using Bio-Rad DC Protein Assay Reagent (Bio-Rad). Proteins (a total of 100 μg/lane) were electrophoretically resolved on 15% SDS–PAGE and transferred onto the PVDF membranes (0.22 μm, Bio-Rad) according to the method of Amersham Biosciences. β-Actin (1:10 000, Sigma–Aldrich Chemical Company) expression was used as a loading control. The membranes were incubated with anti-LC3B antibody (diluted 1:1000, Cell Signaling Technology) overnight at 4 °C and washed three times in washing buffer (Tris-buffered saline and 0.05% Tween-20) for 10 min each time, and then incubated with the respective HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:5000; Beyotime, Haimen, Jiangsu, China) for 1 h at room temperature. After the membranes were washed three times again,
protein expression was visualized with an ECL detection system (Syngen, Cambridge, UK) and analyzed by software Chemidoc-Quantity-One (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

**Statistical analysis**

All data were analyzed with SPSS13.0 (SPSS). The results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Repeated measures ANOVA, with BPA and diet (STD or HFD) as repeated measures, was used for the body weight, serum glucose, insulin, total TGs, TC, HOMA-IR, and ISI. The Greenhouse–Geisser test was used to revise degree of freedom when Mauchly’s test of sphericity showed \( P < 0.05 \). Bonferroni’s post hoc test was used as multiple comparisons when appropriate. A 2×2 factorial ANOVA was used to determine the main effects of BPA and diet and to consider the potential interactions with BPA and diet for body fat percentage, energy intake, hepatic TG, TC, AUC, \( \beta \)-cell mass, LC3-positive area, LC3 protein expression, litter size, birth weight, and sex ratio. The mRNA expressions of \( Lc3 \), \( Beclin1 \), and \( Bip \), as well as serum glucose at different time points in the IPGTT were analyzed for statistical significance by the non-repeated ANOVA, followed by post hoc analysis (Bonferroni’s test). Statistical differences between two groups were calculated by the unpaired Student’s t test. All \( P \) values were two-tailed and \( P \) values <0.05 were considered significant.

**Results**

**Body weight and energy intake of paternal rats**

The body weight, body fat percentage, and total energy intake of HFD fed animals were significantly higher than those of STD-fed animals (\( P < 0.01 \)). While there was no significant difference in body weight (Fig. 1A), body fat percentage (Fig. 1B), or total energy intake (Fig. 1C) between the STD group and the STD-BPA group, or between the HFD group and the HFD-BPA group. These results indicated that BPA has no direct effect on total body weight, body fat percentage, or energy intake.

**Serum metabolite and hepatic lipid levels in paternal rats**

The serum metabolite levels in paternal rats were measured before exposure, after 21 weeks, and after 35 weeks of BPA exposure respectively. The level of serum glucose was significantly increased in BPA-treated groups compared with untreated groups (\( P < 0.01 \)). Higher serum glucose level were observed in the HFD-BPA group compared with the HFD group after 35-week treatment with BPA (\( P < 0.05 \)), whereas BPA did not result in a statistically significant difference in STD-fed rats (Fig. 2A). In addition, the serum...
insulin level was significantly increased in the BPA-treated groups compared with the untreated groups \((P<0.05)\), as well as in the STD-BPA group compared with the STD group \((P<0.01)\), but no significant difference was observed between HFD and HFD-BPA group (Fig. 2B). There was no significant difference in the levels of serum and liver TG (Fig. 2C and E) or TC (Fig. 2D and F) between the BPA-treated groups and the control groups. However, the levels of serum and liver total TG and TC in HFD-fed groups were higher than those of the STD-fed groups \((P<0.05\) and \(P<0.01)\).

**GTT and HOMA-IR in paternal rats**

A significant increase in HOMA-IR and a significant decrease in ISI were both observed in HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups vs the control group \((P<0.01); see Fig. 2G and H). Furthermore, interaction effects between exposure duration and variety of diet, as well as between exposure duration and BPA treatment on HOMA-IR and ISI were observed (Fig. 2G and H). To examine the effect of BPA treatment on glucose tolerance, we measured the blood glucose at different time points after the 30-week treatment (Fig. 2I and J). IPGTT results revealed that blood glucose and AUC were increased in HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups vs the control group \((P<0.01)\), see Fig. 2I and J. The blood glucose of the HFD-BPA group displayed a statistically significant increase compared with the HFD group at 15 and 30 min (Fig. 2I). Moreover, a significant interaction effect between BPA treatment and variety of diet \((P<0.05)\), as well as between BPA treatment and exposure duration \((P<0.05)\) on serum glucose were also observed. In addition, the AUC for the IPGTT showed

**Figure 5**

Immunohistochemistry staining results for the LC3 protein (brown, arrows) in the pancreatic islets of paternal rats. (A) STD, (B) STD-BPA, (C) HFD, and (D) HFD-BPA (200× magnification, bars = 100 µm) represent immunostaining with LC3 in pancreatic tissue. (E) The LC3-positive/pancreas section area of pancreas in four groups. Data are shown as means ± S.E.M. **\(P<0.01\); diet** indicates the variety of diet and BPA** indicates BPA treatment.
an interaction effect of BPA treatment and variety of diet on AUC in paternal rats treated for 30 weeks \((P<0.05)\). Taken together, these results indicated that BPA treatment induces insulin resistance, decreases insulin sensitivity, and induces glucose intolerance.

**Pancreatic β-cell mass in paternal rats**

Paternal rats in the STD-BPA, HFD, and HFD-BPA rats had mildly dilated islets (Fig. 3A, B, C and D). We found that consumption of the HFD markedly increased β-cell mass \((P<0.01)\), meanwhile significantly higher β-cell mass was observed in BPA-treated rats compared with the control groups \((P<0.01)\). There was an interaction between HFD and BPA treatment \((P<0.01; \text{see Fig. 3E})\).

**Quantitative real-time PCR of pancreas in paternal rats**

As shown in Fig. 4, the mRNA expression level of Lc3 and Bip in the HFD group was higher than that observed for the STD group \((P<0.05)\); moreover, mRNA expression levels of Lc3 and Bip’ in the HFD-BPA group were significantly increased compared with the other three groups \((P<0.01)\). In addition, expression of Beclin1 was markedly increased in the HFD-fed groups compared with the STD-fed groups, and the levels of Beclin1 was significantly increased in the HFD-BPA group compared with the other three groups \((P<0.01)\).

**Protein expression of LC3 in paternal pancreas and β-cells**

Total LC3-positive pancreas area/total pancreas section area was significantly increased in HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups vs the control group \((P<0.05; \text{see Fig. 5A, B, C, D and E})\). LC3-II protein expression in the pancreas of rats was upregulated in HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups vs the control group \((P<0.01; \text{Fig. 6A and B})\). In addition, immunofluorescence analysis confirmed that there was upregulated expression of LC3 protein in the pancreatic β-cells of animals in the HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups vs those in the control group (Fig. 7).

**Reproductive outcomes for offspring**

On PND 1, there was no difference in the litter size, average birth weight, or sex ratio among the four groups (Fig. 8A, B and C). Paternal exposure to BPA did not result in a significant difference in body weight in male and female offspring before weaning (Fig. 8D and E). Overall, these results indicated that BPA exposure of paternal adult rats has no significant effect on litter size, average birth weight, sex ratio, and body weight before weaning of their offspring.

**Serum metabolite levels in 10-week-old offspring**

The results demonstrated that paternal exposure to BPA for 21 weeks did not alter serum metabolite levels in 10-week-old male or female offspring. Furthermore, there was no difference in serum metabolite levels, including glucose, insulin, TG, and TC between male and female offspring within each treatment group \((P>0.05; \text{see Fig. 9A, B, C and D})\). Moreover, no significant difference was observed in HOMA-IR and ISI of the offspring in the four groups \((P>0.05)\) or between male and female offspring within each treatment group \((P>0.05)\) (see Fig. 9E and F).

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, there is no report about the effects of long-term and ‘safe’ doses of BPA treatment on glucose homeostasis, as well as of paternal BPA treatment on glucose and lipid metabolism of their offspring. In the present study, we have observed that long-term and environmental exposure level of BPA affect glucose homeostasis in adult male genitor rats fed with STD or HFD, and that HFD aggravated the adverse effect of BPA treatment. In addition, paternal BPA exposure has
no effects on glucose and lipid metabolism of their adult offspring.

Using self-reported diabetes as the outcome in studies has been demonstrated to underestimate the true prevalence of diabetes (Kehoe et al. 1994). This may lead to misclassification of T2DM and indicate no significant association between urine BPA and T2DM in several large cross-sectional population-based studies. To limit the bias of misclassification, circulating levels of fasting glucose and insulin were used to study the association of BPA and insulin resistance. Recently, positive associations of BPA levels with insulin resistance have been observed in middle-aged and elderly Chinese adults (Wang et al. 2012), as well as in adults in the USA (Beydoun et al. 2013).

**Figure 7**
Representative confocal microscopy images showing the protein expression level of LC3 in pancreatic β-cells of paternal rats. The green areas represent β-cells and red represents LC3 protein expression. (A) STD, (B) STD-BPA, (C) HFD, and (D) HFD-BPA (400× magnification, bars = 50 μm) showing colocalization of the distribution of LC3 and β-cells in rat pancreas.

**Figure 8**
Reproductive outcomes for F1 pups (n = 4 litters/group). (A) The litter size of offspring on PND 1. (B) The average birth weight of offspring on PND 1. (C) Sex ratio (number of male pups/number of female pups) of live births in F1 pups on PND 1. (D) Body-weight trajectories of F1 males on PND 5, 10, 15, and 21. (E) Body-weight trajectories of F1 females on PND 5, 10, 15, and 21. Data are expressed as mean ± S.E.M.
Furthermore, a positive association of urinary BPA levels with pre-diabetes among non-diabetic adults in the USA has been reported by Sabanayagam et al. (2013). These findings add to the emerging evidence of the adverse effects of BPA on T2DM in humans. Recently, some in vivo studies have observed adverse effects of BPA, and BPA below the predicted ‘safe dose’ established by the U.S. EPA disrupted β-cell function and induced insulin resistance in male mice (Alonso-Magdalena et al. 2006, Marmugi et al. 2012). These results indicate that the ‘safe’ dose of BPA may not be safe. The development of insulin resistance precedes the occurrence of hyperglycemia and is sustained for a long time before diabetes (Kahn 2003), and insulin resistance induces decreased glucose intake in targeted tissues. In this study, glucose intolerance was observed in the HFD-treated and BPA-treated groups, this implies that the existence of insulin resistance and loaded glucose cannot be reduced rapidly by insulin in rats after 30 weeks of treatment. Elevated fasting serum glucose and HOMA-IR and ISI were observed in BPA-treated rats after 35 weeks of treatment. These results further indicated that BPA may disrupt blood glucose homeostasis and damage pancreas function in STD- and HFD-fed rats. The increased insulin resistance and disrupted glucose homeostasis reported in the rodents of the study of Alonso-Magdalena et al. (2006) and our present study were also reported by Beydoun et al. (2013) in adults in the USA with higher BPA burden.

The hyperglycemia with hyperinsulinism in rats in the BPA-treated groups observed in our study had also been reported in the study of Alonso-Magdalena et al. (2006), and they predicted that this may be due to a direct effect on β cells, or an indirect effect of insulin resistance or both. In a later study, they further demonstrated that BPA has a direct effect on the pancreas and therefore can cause hyperinsulinemia (Alonso-Magdalena et al. 2008). The Western diet model, with increased high-fat consumption, is an important risk factor for T2DM. Our data indicated that impaired glucose tolerance in the HFD-BPA group was more serious than that in the HFD group after 30 weeks of treatment. Furthermore, the blood glucose was significantly increased in the HFD-BPA group after 35 weeks of treatment. These data indicated that HFD consumption aggravated the occurrence of these adverse effects induced by the ‘safe’ dose of BPA.

In our study, no effects of BPA was observed on body weight or body fat percentage, which is in agreement with results of a previous study in which 5-week-old fructose-fed Fischer 344 female rats were treated with 54.3 μg/kg per day (mean) BPA for 10 weeks via drinking water (Ronn et al. 2013). Alteration of body fat percentage led to elevated levels of TG and TC in BPA-exposed rats (Wei et al. 2011). No BPA-treatment-related alterations of TG and TC in serum or liver were observed in our study, this is consistent with absence of any alteration of body fat percentage.

Figure 9
Serum metabolite levels in male and female offspring at the age of 10 weeks (n = 10). (A) Serum glucose, (B) serum insulin, (C) total triglycerides, (D) total cholesterol, (E) HOMA-IR, and (F) insulin sensitivity index. Data are expressed as mean ± S.E.M.
In this study, we also examined the hypothesis that β-cell dysfunction induced by BPA treatment is associated with upregulated ER stress and autophagy in pancreas. Increased β-cell mass (Ribeiro et al. 2012) and autophagy (Fujitani et al. 2009), which were considered to protect β-cells, had been reported in mice fed with HFD. In our study, both HFD and BPA treatment increased pancreatic β-cell mass. The autophagy marker LC3/Atg8 and autophagy-associated protein Beclin1 exhibited significant increases in β-cells and/or pancreas of rats in the HFD and HFD-BPA groups. This is consistent with the increased β-cell mass and Bip expression. All these results indicate that autophagy is activated as a defensive response for survival during ER stress (Ogata et al. 2006, Ding et al. 2009). Uregulated autophagy in the islets of rats may be used to deal with accumulation of misfolded and aggregated proteins and remove the abnormal unnecessary cellular components in β-cells. Increased protein expression of LC3 in the pancreas indicated that autophagy is essential for maintaining the function of pancreas, and that pancreatic β-cells may be protected by upregulated autophagy under insulin-resistant states caused by HFD and BPA treatment. In brief, BPA may exert an influence on β-cell dysfunction with ER stress and enhanced autophagy. The field of ER stress and enhanced autophagy is a promising one for β-cell dysfunction treatment, and the exact mechanism need to be further studied.

Some studies revealed that fathers have played a vital role in obesity, which led to metabolic alteration in their offspring (Tarquini et al. 1999, Power et al. 2003). Nig et al. (2010) also demonstrated that HFD could induce non-genetic intergenerational transmission of glucose metabolic disorder from father to offspring. In our study, a ‘safe’ dose of BPA treatment caused paternal insulin resistance before mating, but the birth weight of offspring was not altered. The body weight of offspring in the HFD group had a lower tendency than the other groups, which may have been caused by limited litter numbers. Knight et al. (2006) reported that birth weight of offspring is not associated with paternal insulin resistance in a community-based study of UK, which is in agreement with our results. In addition, paternal BPA treatment has no effect on serum metabolites in adult offspring of either sex. These results indicate that BPA-induced glucose metabolic disorder in paternal rats could not disrupt blood glucose and lipid homeostasis in offspring by intergenerational transmission, but this is distinct from results of another study, which reported that reporting maternal BPA (50 μg/kg per day) exposure increased bodyweight, elevated insulin, and impaired glucose tolerance in adult offspring (Wei et al. 2011). In addition, no alterations were observed of sex ratio and litter size of F1 pups at birth in our study. These findings are consistent with those of a prior study on pregnant Sprague–Dawley rats exposed to BPA (70 μg/kg per day) during gestational period (Somm et al. 2009). It would be interesting to clarify the different mechanism between paternal and maternal BPA exposure on offspring in further studies.

In our study, the treatment method not only imitates the diet route of BPA exposure in humans but also reduces the anguish of gavages. We also analyzed the interaction effects between BPA and HFD. One caveat of our study could be that we did not further observe the glucose and lipid metabolism of STD-fed offspring when they were aged.

In conclusion, we first reported that long-term and predicted ‘safe’ dose of BPA treatment disrupted blood glucose homeostasis in adult male rats, and that HFD aggravated these adverse effects. In addition, increased autophagy in pancreas and β-cell was involved in BPA-induced adverse effects. Moreover, paternal BPA treatment did not lead to metabolic disorder in offspring through intergenerational transmission. On the whole, BPA is a risk factor for T2DM and high fat consumption may aggravate glucose metabolic disorder.
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